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The procedure to compute Phase Field's Maps (PFM) representing interceptions of .phase tetrahedra with 
chosen planes in four component oxide systems is described briefly and illustrated with examples. It can be 
exploited in phase equilibria studies, or in technologi�s in which polyphase products are analysed or received.· 

INTRODUCTION 

Polycomponent oxide systems (n?: 4) are usually 
known in their basic features. In most cases, only the 
identity of phases is known, together with their sub
solidus compatibility, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. 

Because of lack of sufficient equilibrium data the 
phases of polycomponent oxide systems are consid
ered as being stochiometric at all temperatures, and 
the composition of phases is taken as corresponding 
to their formulae. 

In spite of this serious simplification phase dia
grams similar to the one shown in Fig. 1, when ad
equately excerpted, can be the source of additional 
useful information. 

In our previous contribution, it was shown that the 
phase (compatibility) diagram can be converted into 
a corresponding phase compatibility matrix and con
sequently used for an algotirithmised computation of 

M 

Fig. 1. The Phase Compatibility Diagram of the System 
M-S-A-F with Position of Section Planes.
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the phase composition of systems from their given 
chemical compositions [2]. 

In this contribution, the phase compatibilitY. ma
trix (Table I) is a starting point again, this time to 
identify the specific phase regions (so called phase 
field,'s maps) in arbitrarily defined section planes. 

The most general use of this procedure is seen in 
the prompt establishment of phase fields relevant to 
equiiibriated mixtures of given three components or 
raw components respectively. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF PFM COMPUTATION 

The phase compatibility diagram in Fig. 1 shows 
also the position of four inserted planes for which 
phase field's maps were .. computed. The phase com
patibility matrix of the system (PCM) is shown in 
Table I. The. "zero" matrix elements geometrically (in 
correspondence to Fig. 1) represent individual con
odes of the system. 

So when the section plane of interest is defined in 
the system the "single step" in PFM computation is 
to determine the point of interception of the plane 
with the given conode. This is a standard problem of 
analytical geometry. 

Let the plane and the conode be given by ·points 
(:z:i, Yi, zi) with i = 1,2,3 and,i = 4,5 respectively. 
The procedure is t4en as follows: 
1. The coefficients A, B, C, Din the equation of the
plane are computed

A= (Ya -Y1) (z1 -z2) -(Y1 -Y2) (za -z1) 

B = (za -z1) (�1 -:z:2) -(z1 -z2) (:z:a -:z:4) 

C = (:z:a -:z:1) (Y1.-Y2) -(:z:1 -:z:2) (Ya·_ Y1) 

D = -A:z:1 -.By1 -Cz1 

2. R = A {:z:s -:z:4) + B (Ys -y4) + C (zs -z4)

If R = 0 then the conode is parallel with the plane 
and no intercept exist 

3. t = 
_ A:z:4 + By4 + Cz4 +D

R 
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Table I 

Phase Compatibility Matrix of the System M-S-A-F+ 

M2S s MA A AaS2 MF F M2A2Ss M4AsS2 MS 
' ' 

M 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
M2S - 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 
s - - 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
MA 0 0 - - - 0 0 0 0 1 

A ·- - - - 0 1 0 1 1 1 
AaS2 - - - - - 1 0 0 0 1 
MF - - - - - - 0 0 1 0 
F - - - - - - - 0 0 o·

M2A2Ss - - - - - - - - 0 0 
M4AsS2 - - - - - - - - - 1 

0 - compitible phases 
1 - incompatible phases 
+M=MgO, S=Si02, A=AhO�, F=Fe20a, M2S=2Mg0.Si02 (forsterite), etc.

Table II 

Phase Assemblages of the System M-S-A-F 

Assemblages V; }:½ 

I M - M2S - MA - MF 0.2436 0.2436 
II M2S - MA - MF - M2A2Ss 0.1678 0.4114 
III M2S - MF - M2A2Ss - MS 0.0476 0.4590 
IV S - AaS2 - F - M2A2Ss 0.0989 0.5579 
V S - F - M2A2Ss - MS 0.1400 0.6979 
VI MA - A - AaS2 - F 0.0799 0.7778 
VII MA - AaS2 - F - M4AsS2 0.0206 0.7984 
VIII MA - MF - F - M2A2Ss 0.0752 0.8736 
IX MA - F- M2A2Ss - M4AsS2 0.0187 0.8923 
X AaS2 - F - M2A2Ss - M4AsS2 0.0651 0.9574 
XI MF - F - M2A2Ss - MS 0.0426 1.0000 

V; - the volume of corresponding tetrahedron 

The coordinates of the intercept are: 

:i:o = :i:4 + t ( :i:s - :i:4) 

interception is permisible when they both belong to 
the same face of an elementary tetrahedron. 

The list of phase assemblages of the system M-S
A-F (of elementary tetrahedrons) generated from the. 
given phase compatibility matrix is shown in Table II. 

Yo = Y4 + t (Ys - Y4) 

Zo = Z4 + t ( Z5 - Z4) 

The computation is finished when the "single step" 
procedure is repeated for all conodes given in PCM. 
The phase field map is established when the individ
ual points of interception are joined into a set of tri
angles and tetragons. The joining of two points of 

EXAMPLES OF PHASE FIELD'S MAPS 

The phase field's map shown in Fig. 2 was estab
lished from computed results given in Table III. This 
table lists individual conodes (pha:sel-phase2), their 
identification numbers and :i:, y coordinates of their 
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Table Ill 

Characteristics of points in the plane a (Fig. 2) 

Ident. Point position Phase composition 
number (mass%) 

X y phase 1 phase 2 

1 0.0 0.0 70.0 A 30.0 F 
2 14.1 24.4 70.0 A3S2 30.0 F 
3 27.9 13.1 30.0 F 70.0 M4AsS2 
4 28.3 0.0 70.0 MA 30.0 F 
5 36.2 0.0 62.3 MA 37.7 MF 
6 39.4 44.5 30.0 F 70.0 M2A2Ss 
7 46.1 39.6 37.7 MF 62.3 M2A2Ss 
8 50.0 86.6 70.0 S 30.0 F 
9 70.0 51.8 30.0 F 70.0 MS 

10 73.4 46.1 37.7 MF 62.3 MS 
11 81.0 32.9 62.3 M2S 37.7 MF 
12 100.0 0.0 62.3 M 37.7 MF 

points of interceptions with the given plane a. The ta
ble also includes the quantitative phase composition 
of tlie system corresponding to points of interception. 
The identification numbers from Table III are used 
also to denote the corresponding points of intercep
tion in Fig. 2. Numbering of points of interception is 
similarly used also in next figures. 

The individual phase fields in Figs. 2-5 (four phase 

1 

Fig. 2. The Phase Field's Map in the Section a of the 
System. 
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Fig. 3. The Phase Field's Map in the Section b of the 
System. 

regions) are denoted by Roman numerals in corre
spondence to the list of equilibrium phase assem
blages given in Table II. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Sections planes in the four component oxide sys
tems are most usually taken in such a way as to cre
ate the quasi-ternary subsystems. In such cases the 
endpoints of section planes (triangles) coinside with 
the figurative points of phases of the system. 

6 

Fig. 4. The Phase Field's Map in the Section c of the 
System. 
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Fig. 5. The Phase Field's Map in the Section d of the 
System. 

The positions of planes a, b, c were taken as par
allel to the face A-M-S of the basic tetrahedron but 
arbitrarily in their altitude from this face. 

In the case of plane d only one end point (apex) 
of the triangle was taken arbitrarily (the point at the 
conode A-F in Fig. 1.). 

The second point is taken to represent "pure" MgO 
(MgO say as the potential raw mix component). The 
third endpoint is calculated with respect to the previ
ous two apexes of the triangle and with respect to the 
chemical composition of a power plant fly asn taken 
into account (Fly ash 1 in [2]). 

The third apex of the triangle is adjusted then to 
such a position. as to keep the figurative point of the 
fly ash and of the too previously defined apexes in 
a common plane ( d). 

The phase field map in Fig .. 5 is relevant then to 
phase composition of the three component "raw" mix 
system: "ferroaluminate component" - MgO - "alu
mosilicate component" which can, when necesary, be 
transformed �o the "raw" mix system Fly ash - MgO 
- "ferroaluminate" component.

In such case, when the plane of a sectipn is defined 
by three points, each of them representing the raw 
component, the PFM attained gives a survey of equi
librium phase compositions achievable within given 
raw components. 
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Rovinne rezy V stvorzlozkovych sustavach sa obycajne
volia tak, aby zodpovedali zlozeniu kvaziternarnych sys
temov. 

V tomto prispevku sa predklada postup vypoctu, po
mocou ktoreho mozno identifi.kovaf fazove oblasti V obec
nych rezoch sustav. Vychodiskom vypoctu je matica ko
existencie faz sustavy a jeho zakladnou operaciou urcenie 
priesecika kon6dy {spojnice dvoch faz sustavy s prislusnou 
rovinnou rezu. 

V pripade, ak sa rovina rezu defi.nuje pomocou ,,surovi
novych" zloziek, vypocitana mapa fazovych oblasti po tom 
koreluje surovinove zlozenie zmesi a mineralogicke zloze
nie produktov keramickej technol6gie. 

Obr. 1. Diagram koexistencie faz sustavy M-S-A-F s po-
lohami rov{n rezu 

Obr. 2. Mapa fazovych oblasU v reze a. 
Obr. S. Mapa fazovych oblasU v reze b. 
Obr. 4. Mapa fazovych oblast{ v reze c. 
Obr. 5. Mapa fazovych oblast{ v reze d. 
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